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Bowling, Walk-a-thon and Weather
Dear Families,
Tomorrow promises to be a super wet day. Lots of rain and perhaps
thunderstorms are predicted. We have asked students to be prepared!
Students should pack a snack for the bowling alley and a water bottle.
Gym shoes are required. Read on...

Students should wear the following for BOWLING
Tops: Homeroom t-shirts - these are the ones that are a single color for
each homeroom. Students may sign the shirts of classmates tomorrow. We
recommend that students bring Sharpies to school so that their friends can
sign the shirt in permanent ink.
Bottoms: Khakis, jeans, comfortable pants or casual shorts. Longer shorts
such as basketball shorts are fine. No leggings as pants, but sweats or
athletic pants are OK. Please make sure shorts are of modest length. No
distressed or torn pants/jeans, please.
Shoes: Gym shoes are required at the bowling alley.
A pizza lunch is provided by PTO tomorrow. If your child will not eat
LaRosa's pizza, please pack a lunch.
RAIN PLAN for the WALK
We are prepared to adjust the event tomorrow afternoon as the weather
requires. We will walk in the rain as long as it is not a torrential downpour
and/or as long as there is no lightening in the area. Some indoor walking or
other activities may be part of those changes. Our students' safety is our first
concern.

Students should wear the following for the WALK-A-THON
Tops: Same as for bowling AND bring outerwear for the rain - ponchos, rain
coats, rain hats, ball caps, etc. HR shirts can be signed throughout the day.
If you want to change into a shirt with long sleeves for walking, consider
wearing the HR t-shirt over it. (Note: Ink may bleed through.)

Bottoms: Same as above AND students might prefer to change into long
pants or rainy running gear. It promises to be wet outside, which can feel
colder.
Shoes: If available, students might prefer rain boots for the walk-a-thon, or
may want to bring a second pair of shoes and socks to change into after they
come in from the rain.
For safety's sake, children should not walk with umbrellas.
We look forward to a fun-filled day!
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